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About This Game

Hero Zero is one of the most successful free to play Online Multiplayer RPG games. Create your own superhero character in a
funny, exciting and fascinating universe with hundreds of villains, criminals and bosses. Fight and stop crime in different parts
of the world to become the most powerful and celebrated superhero in the universe. Only you can bring justice and peace back

to the world. Unlock hilariously powerful gadgets and upgrades for your hero to equip him for epic battles and challenging
single player missions.

Build your own Hide-Out as a secret base, which will be placed under your house in Humpreydale. Upgrade and modify your
shelter in order to get better rewards and increase efficiency. Compete with other players to find out who build the best

Superhero Hide-Out.

Join or create a team with your friends and build your own headquarters to fight more efficiently against all evil villains,
criminals and bosses. Compete with other players and teams in exciting and cool multiplayer fights. Nobody can stop you from

climbing the leaderboard on your challenging mission to become the most successful superhero in the world.

Features:

More than 26 million players!

Regular free updates and new content
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Free to play!

Create and customize your own hero

Build up your own superhero team!

Challenge other heroes in PvP and team battles

Funny and fascinating storyline

Easy to learn gameplay

Appealing Graphics

Real time villain events with thousands of players

Start your epic and funny adventure now for free!
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Title: Hero Zero
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Free to Play, Indie, Massively Multiplayer, RPG, Strategy
Developer:
Playata GmbH
Publisher:
European Games Group AG
Release Date: 5 Jul, 2016
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no more updates, don't buy. This is one of the more creative games I've played in the RPG field recently. Although its story is
opaque and difficult to discern at times, it's a quite meaningful mystery story.

The key attraction, however, is the combat... where you're forced to fight not physical monsters you can squish, but nightmares
and dark memories you are incapable of harming. It's a puzzle-strategy game where you must build your character around
psychological defense mechanisms that will allow you to outwit the demons in your character's own mind. (Denial isolates you
from damage. Sublimate fantasies that the nightmares have to tear down before they can reach you. A slight bout of
schizophrenia displaces the target of the nightmare's blame.)

It's downfall is that it's a great idea on a terrible engine (Adobe AIR) that is scarcely capable of handling a game this complex. It
runs bizarrely slow when many units are on the field.

Still, if you want a strategy RPG that involves actually using strategy instead of stats for a change, this game shows higher-
budget titles how it's done.. Meh, it's "okay" really. It's essentially a slightly worse clone of a bunch of other TDs. Doesn't do
anything really new, but it's playable if you're looking for another TD to play.. I had streamed this game with only a few
viewers. We didn't get some of the early game. There was a lot unexplained, we felt. Like the bouncing around time, the
awkward bathroom humor. The abuse was very mature, we didn't mind it but it was rough. I got to a point where I couldn't
defeat the worm. I know the game prompted to train, kind of, but didn't really seem to offer a hell of a chance for it.

Not sure how to rate game. At all. I'm going to go with a thumbs down, but maybe in the future it will improve or the next game
the company puts out will be better.. A simple bullet hell with a metagame leveling structure, The Weaponographist is a
medicore rehash of flash games we've all played for free. If you've played games before, you've already played this one. And if
you've played 9 minutes of this game, like I have, you've already played the whole game.
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The concept is good. Gameplay is fun.

The game is CPU intensive but shouldn't be. It is badly optimized, it lags horribly. It can become a slide show sometimes.

There's also a UI problem where you can use your gamepad for everything except for login into your EA account. At that exacte
moment you have to use your mouse.

The puzzle difficulty is fine, but the challenges are impossible. I recommend this game only if it's on sale for 5$ or less. You can
finish it in a cople of hours.. Gorgeous, keeps you on your toes. Downsides are the very repetitive soundtrack and the fact that
it's pretty short.. Great fun. extraordinary graphic and music. However, if considering it a game, it is too short and with little
replayability.. its bugged and it doesnt work and also i cant get my money back. I GIVE IT 5 RKOS OUTTA NOWHERE OUT
OF 5 RKOS OUTTA NOWHERE. great coop game with good progression in difficulty and fun combat. Suck my chode Epic
games. Really short game, not very fun or interesting and has bad controls. It's cheap, but not worth it. Use your money buying
another game. Do not recommend it!. My life was a wreck before I found Beerman. I cope with depression and Beerman helps
me forget about it. I connect with Beerman on a spirtitual level. I'm so greatful for whoever gifted me this game because I would
not be the way I am today. The voice acting is top notch. The characters feel like real people not like the robots that Mass Effect
Andromena gave us. The gameplay is simple but addictive. With an amazing story, great characters, amazing voice acting, you
should buy yourself a copy of Beerman to be changed like I was.

Update:
#lvl 16 time fix
#achievement fix
#few bugs fixed. Big Update!!!:
-mouse now in game
-blink fixed
-controls can be changed
-lvl 21,24,25,28,33,36,37,38,43,44,47,48,49 are easier now. Slash It Ultimate released!:
Check out our ultimate version of the Slash It series,
many new cool game modes and features!

http://store.steampowered.com/app/656600/Slash_It_Ultimate/. Neon Space BIG DISCOUNT -98% Just1337 Collection
Winter Bundle:

. Update:
 - skill:slow duration increased by 2 sec (prev. 2 sec now 4 sec)
 - lvl 38 fixed
 - lvl 36 red orb spawn point moved higher
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